INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
California. Here there is no home environment tending
to make brother and sister both better, or both worse, than
the average* The common orphanage environment could
not make brother and sister resemble each other any more
than it made any boy resemble any girl inmate. But the
siblings still showed a strong mental similarity in their
departure from the average, with a correlation 0'52 prac-
tically identical with that found for home-dwelling siblings.
If this is not an accident of coincidence, and is confirmed
by repetition, and if no mathematical sources of spurious
correlation remain undetected, then it would seem that
this similarity of siblings is entirely explained either by
inheritance, or by the common home environment of very
early infancy before transfer to the institution* This latter
seems rather unlikely in view of their ten years or more of
orphanage life
We turn now to the question of the constancy of the
intelligence quotient.   Many psychologists believe in this
constancy.   That is to say, they believe that a clever child
of five will be a clever child of fifteen, a dull child of five
a dull child of fifteen    They do not mean, of course, that
this is the absolutely unvarying rule.   But they do believe
that it is much more, very much more, the rule than the
exception.   For the evidence in favour of this constancy
of intelligence quotient the reader should turn especially
to Terman's book on The Measurement of Intelligence in
Children, and to articles which appear frequently in the
current psychological literature.   Intelligence quotients of
children have been measured as much as seven years apart
in children's lives, and have been found on the whole to
be only slightly changed.   The average change reported
is about five points of I.Q , sometimes up, sometimes down.
I have tested a few children myself over four years, and
found practically no change in the Binet LQ.   And by
group tests, which give a much less reliable measure, I
have tested some eleven hundred children at an interval
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